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English
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LOGIN TO CLIENT AREA 

START LIVE TRADING 









Instruments

Trade your favourite instruments, with low spreads and access to global markets.


	Product Information







Forex


Trade more than 45 major, minor and, exotic currency pairs.






Equities (CFD)


Speculate and trade the prices of more than 750 equities.






Indices


Take advantage of global markets in one move.






Commodities


Trade gold, oil, gas and more popular commodities.






Bonds


Speculate on the price of a range of European, UK and US bond futures.






Futures (CFD)


Trade CFD futures prices across major global markets.






Crypto (CFD)


Seize crypto trading opportunities in more than 40 markets.










INFINOX Trading

Unlock trading opportunities in more than 900 financial markets with INFINOX. Sign up today to get started.






Accounts


Access competitive pricing on all account types.


	PAMM
	Corporate Accounts
	Joint Accounts
	DEMO






Account funding


Deposit instantly and for free using a range of methods






Conditions


Find product information for instruments we offer. 


	Leverage
	Swaps
	Rollovers
	Market Notifications






Tools


Identify opportunities with our leading trading tools.


	MQL











INFINOX Platforms

Whatever your trading experience, we have the platform to take you to the next level.







IX Social
NEW


Start copy trading today with IX Social.






IX SYNC


Multi-asset trading platform






MT4


Trade with one of the most popular platforms on the market.






MT5


Trade multiple asset classes with MT5.











INFINOX IX Intel

Our Intel arm will arm you with everything you need to know about the financial markets.







Research


Access up to date market commentary, analysis, and forecasts.






Education


In-depth education, curated especially for new traders.






Press


Discover the latest news and communications at INFINOX.






Events


Book a spot at upcoming trading webinars and events.






Economic calendar


Keep up to date with approaching and release events.











About INFINOX

Built on the foundations of integrity, ambition, inspiration, and excellence, we pride ourselves on our cutting-edge technology and client-first approach.


	Read more about us







Reviews


Learn what our clients have to say about us






FAQs


Answers to your most frequently asked questions






Contact Us


We're listening! Reach out to us for all your queries.
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Welcome to INFINOX Limited

Please note that you are entering the site for INFINOX Limited in Mauritius, who is regulated by The Financial Services Commission of Mauritius.

By clicking Continue, you acknowledge the information below.
 




Protection you will lose 


	You will fall outside of the EU's regulatory regime - MiFID II.


	You will therefore lose all protections afforded under EU regulation and law.








Under FSC Regulation, we will provide the following protections: 


	Best Execution - We’ll maintain our commitment to act honestly, fairly and in the best interests of all our clients in order to offer the best possible execution.


	Segregated Account - Your funds will be kept in a segregated account at all times under the FSC’s Client Money rules.


	Balance Protection - We will continue to protect your account from a negative account balance.










Welcome to INFINOX Limited

You confirm that you wish to continue to open an account with INFINOX Limited in Mauritius, who is regulated by The Financial Services Commission of Mauritius.

By clicking continue, you acknowledge that you will not receive the protections that you would normally be afforded under EU regulation.
 





CONTINUE 




LEAVE WEBSITE 
















Welcome to INFINOX Limited

This website does not provide services to UK Clients.
 





LEAVE WEBSITE 











 
















Official Partners of Alpine Endurance Team and BWT Alpine F1 Team

Where power meets precision for ultimate performance




Open Live Account


















Elevate Your Trading Experience with INFINOX

Multi-regulated broker enabling traders across the world to access financial markets

OPEN LIVE ACCOUNT


Excellent - 4.4 out of 5 based on 515 Reviews



















Premium Partnership, Elevate Your Business with INFINOX PARTNERS

Experience exceptional returns through our tailored remuneration plans, and dedicated account manager for a truly premium experience

BECOME A PARTNER


Excellent - 4.4 out of 5 based on 515 Reviews


























	
MT4/5

PLATFORMS
With modern trading tools


	
Up to 1:1000

LEVERAGE
To trade with


	
900+

INSTRUMENTS
To diversify your portfolio


	
0.01

LOTS
Available to start trading with


	
14,000+

PARTNERS
Refer clients to INFINOX







 


Empowering Your Trading Journey: Choosing the Right Platform 

Trade smarter with IX Social, our premier copy-trading platform, letting you follow seasoned traders effortlessly. For a broader trading experience, explore IX SYNC or tap into the trusted MT4 and MT5 platforms 
 




IX Social

IX SYNC

Metatrader 4

Metatrader 5













Copy professional traders on a social trading app.

Trade anytime, anywhere with the IX Social mobile app. Auto-copy from a selection of top global traders, and earn the same results they do. It’s as easy as choose - follow - copy. Once your IX Social account is set to automatically copy your chosen traders, leave it running while you go about your day.

	
Auto-copy feature


	
Risk management


	
 Live track records


	
 Discussion boards








READ MORE 






























IXSYNC

With IX SYNC, you can focus on what matters most – your trades.



	
Integrated client area for faster deposits & withdrawals


	
Multiple charting options & 120+ technical indicators


	
Live & pre-market video insights from multi-lingual analysts


	
40+ widgets - economic calendar, pip calculator, currency heat maps & more!








ACCESS IX SYNC 





















MetaTrader 4 (MT4)

Popular amongst retail traders worldwide.

Trade a range of assets on the MT4 trading platform. Access extensive charting options, technical analysis tools, algo trading through Expert Advisors and more. MetaTrader 4 is an online trading platform developed by MetaQuotes Software. It has been a popular software of choice for retail traders since its release in 2005.

	
EA compatibility


	
 Trade on the go with mobile and tablet


	
4 execution order options


	
30 technical indicators








READ MORE 



























MetaTrader 5 (MT5)

All MT4 features and then some, for the experienced trader.

Trade on the advanced MT5 platform. Access algorithmic trading, technical and fundamental analysis tools, flexible order options, extensive price analysis functions, trading signals and more. MT5 is the next-generation version of the popular MetaTrader 4 platform, developed by MetaQuotes Software.

	
6 execution order options


	
 12 additional time frames


	
 Advanced charting software


	
38 technical indicators








READ MORE 

































 

Discover Daily Trading Possibilities with INFINOX

Access 900+ instruments spanning forex, equities (CFD), indices, commodities, bonds, futures (CFD), and crypto (CFD) – all at your fingertips, every trading day.



Live trading prices

Access real-time data and track your favorite instruments with INFINOX.

Make informed trading decisions by monitoring price changes, market indicators, charts, and more.

	Stay updated with the latest price movements in your chosen market
	Discover market opportunities as they happen
	Utilize charting tools on the popular MT4 and MT5 platforms




VIEW INSTRUMENTS 





Real-time market prices





	Markets
	Sell
	Buy















 





Popular




Commodities




Crypto




Forex




Futures




Indices




Search instruments










Prices displayed are indicative only and should not be considered as accurate information when trading the financial markets.













FOREX


Trade major, minor, and exotic currency pairs. Access the world’s most liquid and popular instruments, and trade 24/7.



FIND OUT MORE






INDICES


Seize industry-moving opportunities. Trade the biggest, most closely watched market benchmarks.



FIND OUT MORE






COMMODITIES


The world’s most precious assets could hold the greatest possibilities. Trade gold, silver, oil and other stores of value.



FIND OUT MORE






EQUITIES


Everything from big tech to value stocks. Make a play on the stocks of your favorite companies from around the world.



FIND OUT MORE






FUTURES


Speculate on a range of instruments, including indices, precious metals, energies and commodities.



FIND OUT MORE






CRYPTO


The future is now. Turn crypto volatility into an opportunity, and trade Bitcoin, altcoins and meme coins too.



FIND OUT MORE












 







Multi-Regulated Broker





Multilingual Customer Support





Range of Trading Tools





Education and Research Insights









Trusting INFINOX:Regulation and Security Since 2009

	
Foundations: Established in 2009, INFINOX has been more than just a trading platform. We’re your dedicated trading partner, anchored by principles of integrity and ambition.


	
Global Compliance: Our commitment shines through our stringent regulatory oversight. Licensed in key global regions, we’re a name you can trust.


	
Client Security: Your funds are safely held in segregated accounts. Enhanced with insurance protection, safeguarding deposits up to $500,000.






ABOUT INFINOX 


INSURANCE POLICY 










Top-Tier funding with INFINOX


Instant Deposit
|
Fast Withdrawal
|
Secure Funding Options
|




PAYMENT METHODS 
For more information on deposits, withdrawals and how to fund your trading account, Go here














Stay Ahead with INFINOX's Market Insights

Dive deep into a curated collection of market analysis, research, and educational pieces tailored for today's trader. Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned investor, there's always something new to discover. Propel your trading knowledge to the next level.





Research

Access up to date market commentary, analysis, and forecasts






Press

Discover the latest news and communications at INFINOX






Education

Education In-depth education, curated especially for traders of all experiences






IX Daily

 Stay up to date with the markets and latest news







POPULAR ON IX INTEL


Tech Giants Lead Market Recovery as Investors Eye Fed’s Next Moves 



Inflation Concerns Lead S&P 500 to Second Straight Week of Losses 



Stocks Weaken as Hot Inflation Data Cools Rate Cut Hopes: Dow Ends Lower, Tech Wavers following Economic Data 



Nasdaq Retreats as Tech Takes a Tumble: Nvidia and S&P 500 Slide from Recent Peaks 














Get started with INFINOX in 4 Simple Steps






1



Register



Apply online, quick & simple registration 





2



Verify



Send us proof of identity and/or address for verification *Required for trading 





3



Fund



Make your deposit easily, quickly and securely to start placing orders 





4



Trade



Enjoy over 900 instruments to trade through INFINOX 






Get started with INFINOX in 4 Simple Steps




START LIVE TRADING 







 


What our clients say
 


















IX social platform

IX social trading platform makes copy trading much easier for beginners specifically. Cuz sometimes if you lack experience you can be puzzled by all the functionality of copy trading and the amount of different settings.
With IX social everything is clear and concise, everyone can handle it with ease.


Jianguo C.

June 6, 2023 






















I'm definitely thankful

This company is certainly appropriate for copy trading. It even decided to create a separated ecosystem specifically to attract those keen on automated trading.
You just need to download the app and that's it. The interface is intuitively clear and user-friendly, I bet you won't get confused. I'm thankful to this broker for its client-orientedness.


John Y.

June 3, 2023 






















New IX Social

Oh! IX Social was updated recently? Today it has 2.0 version. The company constantly works on implementing new features and that's cool.
Copy trading became more accessible with this broker. Wish more traders would use it as it's easier to earn money.


Waiy R.

May 18, 2023 






















The Perfect Trading Partner

Infinox is a reliable and trustworthy trading partner. Their new app, innovative tools and excellent customer service make trading a seamless experience.


Puspawati W.

May 17, 2023 






















Infinox's new app is a game-changer!

I was blown away! The app is incredibly intuitive and makes trading a breeze. It has valuable features like charting tools, news updates, and signals. What I love most is its simplicity - even newbies can easily navigate it.


Vichit A.

May 16, 2023 






















Variety of payments

It's good to have a wide range of payment mechanisms. And it's even better to have all of them free of charege, covered by the broekr.
Although I don't use all those modern, fancy payment metods really, but the choice means that this company is highly client-oriented. It puts a lot of effort into satisfying the clients' needs.


Badruddeen Z.

March 31, 2023 






















Good products

I'm well aware of the fact that good products are costlier than others in the same category. However, I think they can drop their rates a bit without badly harming their profits. After all, if they do so, they'll attract even more customers - and that has the potential to expand their profits as a company even more. A win-win situation, don't you think?


Margaret S.

Aug 22, 2022 






















They have so many cool and distinct features

Since every CFD firm is different in the things to its clients, I think every brand should offer its unique WebTrader. Infinox doesn't have one, and that's quite a shame. They have so many cool and distinct features that deserve a platform for themselves.


Brent B.

May 23, 2022 






















I feel much more confident.

I came to INFINOX without knowledge, but now, after a year of trading CFDs, I feel much more confident. INFINOX sure made a great difference.


Jannie F.

Mar 18, 2022 






















I gave them 4 stars

 It's well-known that Infinox has lots of clients, but still, I expect them to answer me a bit more quickly. This happens mainly on rush hours, but everybody knows there are rush hours. I hope they would hire some more representatives. After all, the answering speed issue is the only reason I gave them 4 stars and not 5...


Terry B.

Jul 20, 2022 






















There are such nice and professional

In some hours of the day, it seems Infinox doesn't have sufficient call representatives available. I hate to complain about the service center because there are such nice and professional people there. But I think this should be said.


Harry A.

May 25, 2022 






















I have no complains

Joining Infinox, I knew I'm in good and professional hands. That's why I have no complaints about their heavy-duty security protocols, yet I do have to admit that the application process is kinda complicated and was longer than expected


Keri E.

Jun 14, 2022 






















Lightning fast

Haha... Lightning-fast service, lol. But they are not wrong. Everything here, in my experience, works really quickly. The execution speed is superfast with a reliable platform. Anyway, quick and speedy service is assured here, which is one thing I really like.


Taj K

March 20, 2023 

















 





Join the IX Social Revolution


Set & Forget
|
Monetize Your Trading
|
Access live Track Records
|


Never miss a trading opportunity. Discover the power of social copy trading at your fingertips.





























Index Refresh 




 




















Trading achievements

	

WINNER

2023 Best Introducing Broker Programme - Asia


	

WINNER

2023 Best Trade Execution - Global


	

WINNER

2023 Best Copy Trading Platform - Global


	

WINNER

2022 Best Forex Broker for Long-Term Trading 


	

WINNER

2021 Best Forex Copy Trading Platform - Africa


	

WINNER

2021 Best Forex Copy trading platform - Middle East





























More than a trading platform.
 We are your trading partner.
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Derivatives are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. You should consider whether you understand how Derivatives work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

INFINOX Limited is authorised and regulated as an Investment Dealer by the Financial Services Commission (FSC) of Mauritius under License Number GB20025832. Registered Address: Credentia International Management, Cyberati Lounge, Ground Floor, The Catalyst Building, 40 Cybercity, Ebene, Republic of Mauritius

INFINOX Capital is a registered trading name of IX Capital Group Limited, authorised and regulated by the Securities Commission of The Bahamas (‘the SCB’) under Registration Number SIA F-188. We are authorized by SCB to deal, arrange and manage securities. Our registered office is located at 201 Church St, Sandyport, West Bay Street, P.O Box N-3406, Nassau, Bahamas.

INFINOX Limited (UK), is a company duly registered in the United Kingdom under company number 11290391 to act as a payment processor, registered and located at Dawson House, 5 Jewry Street, London, EC3N 2EX. INFINOX is a trademark belonging to INFINOX Capital Ltd, a registered company in the United Kingdom under company number 06854853. INFINOX Capital Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under Registration Number 501057.

INFINOX Services EU Limited, is a company duly registered in Cyprus under company number 440832 to act as a payment processor, registered and located at Iakovou Patatsou, 4A, Agios Dometios, 2362, Nicosia. INFINOX is a trademark belonging to INFINOX Capital Ltd, a registered company in the United Kingdom under company number 06854853. INFINOX Capital Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under Registration Number 501057.
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This site uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using infinox.com, you accept our cookie policy. 




































